AGENDA

The Poudre Runs Through It Study/Action Work Group
November 2, 2018
Town of Windsor Utilities
922 N. 15th Street, Windsor

7:30—8:00 Breakfast
Dialogue Activity—grab your breakfast and sit down with one or two people you do not know very well. Find out something about them they don’t think anyone in the room will know. Be ready to divulge this information to the group.

8:00—8:20 Setting the Stage for the Day and Looking Forward—Reagan
• Welcome Heather! (Regular members who missed the last meeting introductions to new members.)
• Financial Update—thanks to those who have made their contribution to our base funding.
• Steering Committee proposal to resume meeting at TAMASAG for the retreat setting

8:20—8:50 What Is Happening on the Poudre?
• Round Robin Reports from Members
• What did you find out about your breakfast companions?

8:50—9:15 Initiatives and Other Actions Reports
• Poudre River Forum
  o PRTI help needed in identifying those to interview for Poudre Splashes: interview a wide variety of folks asking them what they think about the concept “working river/healthy river” then make a 10 minute video from cuts taken from the interviews:
    Definition of “Healthy Working River”
    Our definition of a healthy working river is one that supplies the goods and services demanded by our complex society, within the existing and evolving water rights system and honoring existing property rights, while maintaining and improving ecological integrity and resilience.
    Brainstorm: your ideas of who we might interview
  o Poudre Pioneer Award—see nomination announcement
    http:// prticolostate.edu/forum_2019.shtml and give Robert today your idea of who would make a good nominee
• FLOWS Initiative
• Diversion Improvements
• Other?

9:15—9:25  Break

9:25--10:00  New Actions to Consider
  1. Poudre Basin Information Platform--Steve Malers
  2. Water Savvy Citizens—Julie and MaryLou
  3. Others?

10:00—10:50  What’s this about a HUP Call? Could What Works on the Colorado River Work on the Poudre?
Kyle Whitaker, Northern Water (formerly Assistant Division 5 Engineer) will tell us about the weekly Colorado River HUP (Historic Users Pool) call. What might we learn from this for the Poudre? Group believes there may be merit in this idea, will keep it in mind.

10:50—11:50  What Challenges/Opportunities Might New Multi-Purpose Collaborative Approaches Pose for Poudre River Administration? (Our FLOWS initiative, NISP mitigation proposals, Halligan, Seaman coming on line, among others)
Corey Deangelis, Division 1 Engineer, SEO
Michael Hein, Deputy Division 1 Engineer
Mark Simpson, Poudre River Commissioner

11:55—12noon  Closing and Adjourn—Reagan